High frequency ultrasound: a new frontier for ultrasound.
High frequency ultrasonic imaging is considered by many to be the next frontier in ultrasonic imaging because higher frequencies yield much improved spatial resolution by sacrificing the depth of penetration. It has many clinical applications including visualizing blood vessel wall, anterior segments of the eye and skin. Another application is small animal imaging. Ultrasound is especially attractive in imaging the heart of a small animal like mouse which has a size in the mm range and a heart beat rate faster than 600 BPM. A majority of current commercial high frequency scanners often termed "ultrasonic backscatter microscope or UBM" acquire images by scanning single element transducers at frequencies between 50 to 80 MHz with a frame rate lower than 40 frames/s, making them less suitable for this application. High frequency linear arrays and linear array based ultrasonic imaging systems at frequencies higher than 30 MHz are being developed. The engineering of such arrays and development of high frequency imaging systems has been proven to be highly challenging. High frequency ultrasound may find other significant biomedical applications. The development of acoustic tweezers for manipulating microparticles is such an example.